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Vice President  Bob Skitch (Ph 3265 1370) 
Secretary    Mary-Ann Thiselton (Ph 3353 1026) 
Treasurer   Stan Campbell (Ph 3285 3970) 
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Member – Tpt to Reunion Grant Small (Ph 3203 2287, Mob 0412 991 438) 
WW2 Veteran Member Hal Jones (Ph 3395 1404) 
Squadron Liaison  Jim Gill (Ph 3264 1597) 
Squadron SSM  WO1 Steve Winner (Ph 3332 7564) 

Note: Refer Veteran’s Affairs matters to Peter Bates-Brownsword and Stan Campbell 
 

 
REUNION and ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 
It is reunion time again! Our annual reunion luncheon will again be at the 
Gaythorne RSL in their Light Horse Restaurant on Saturday 2nd September 
2000 commencing at 11.00am. The cost will be $25.00 payable either with 
annual subscription (see subscription form attached) or at the door. It is 
important to know numbers for catering purposes so please advise by phone 
committee member Alex Cairney (Ph 3397 7583) or return the attached form 
at your earliest convenience to Alex’s home address, 770 Logan Road, 
Holland Park 4121. 
If you require help to attend, contact Bob Skitch (Ph 3265 1370) or any other 
committee member and pick-up will be arranged. 
The reunion is our traditional annual function and is especially directed to our 
WW2 veterans. For our post WW2 and younger members it is an opportunity 
to meet and associate with those who served us so well during those dark 
years. 
 
 

 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$    ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION    $$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Those attending the reunion may pay their $10.00 annual subscription at the 
door. Those who cannot attend should send their subscription by post to our 
Treasurer, Stan Campbell, at PO Box 53, Lawnton, 4501. Since the 
recommencement of our Bulletin this year we have sent it to all those who 
have been a paid-up member of the Association at any time over the past 
three years. Unfortunately only a third of those have been financial in the 
present year, Sept 1999 to Sept 2000. It is not possible to continue this way 
nor is it fair on those who are fully paid up. We do not seek back subscriptions 
– simply pay up for this year. If you wish to pay in advance, we would be 
happy to accept a 3 year advanced subscription of $30.00 – that is, fully paid 
up to Sept 2003. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
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PATRON’S MESSAGE 
 
As reported in our June Bulletin, Ed 
Anderson was asked to be our Association 
Patron. Ed conveyed his delight in 
accepting this honour and on being asked, 
he has provided this brief message. 
‘On the occasion of this Bulletin I take the 
opportunity on behalf of all members to 
thank and congratulate our President and 
Committee for two substantially new and 
significant changes in form and venue of 
our functions arrangements; namely, the 
Corps Memorial Dinner at the United 
Service Club and the Annual Reunion at 
the Gaythorne RSL. Both are now settled 
and well attended. 
 
I am also pleased to see the move towards 
Vietnam content in the last issue of the 
Bulletin’. 
 
Ed has had a long and interesting career in 
RA Svy and I think it is time he told us a 
little of it. In this issue he has provided a 
short article on the Boulia mapping 
operation – the start of the 1:250,000 
mapping program. I am sure Ed has more 
to tell and we look forward to that. 
 
WHERE GOES THE MONEY? – what do I 
get from my membership? 
 
A frequently asked question is How is my 
$10.00 spent? What do I get from my 
membership? Perhaps it is best to answer 
the second question first. Membership 
provides: 
• The opportunity to maintain contact with 

past Corps colleagues. It is very easy to 
lose old friends.  

• Knowledge of past Corps colleagues in 
other States. 

• Recognition of the unique service you 
rendered. This is achieved through the 
Association’s affiliation with other ex-
service organizations, principally the 
RSL. 

• Knowledge of entitlements, for 
example, service medals and 
associated entitlements, with an 
organization that will represent your 
interests to government. 

• Assistance with any recourse to 
Veteran’s Affairs. 

• Two convivial functions each year (the 
July dinner and the September reunion) 
as well as the opportunity to march with 
colleagues on Anzac Day. 

 
And how is my $10.00 spent? In 
maintaining the Association the following 
costs are incurred: 
• Postage 
• Stationary 
• Printing (free of charge at present but 

this could change in the future) 
• Wreaths 
• Death notices 
• Subsidy of some functions, eg the 

reunion – but not the dinner.  
• Affiliation fees 
• Derek Chambers award 
Committee members meet their own costs 
incurred in attending meetings. 
 
INCORPORATION – A MATTER OF 
IMPORTANCE 
 
Whether to incorporate or not was 
discussed at length at the recent August 
meeting of your Committee. We have had 
from our Association legal adviser and 
member, Frank Thorogood comprehensive 
advice on the ‘ins and outs’ of incorporating 
with the recommendation that we should do 
so. Frank’s argument is compelling and 
your Committee accepts that. Some 
relevant bits of Frank’s advice follow: 
 
‘The members of an unincorporated 
association are all jointly and severally liable for 
any judgment made against the association. 
Insurance is unlikely to afford appropriate 
protection and there is no point in buying 
problematic insurance cover when 
incorporation is expressly designed to protect 
the members of associations from personal 
loss. This is not to say that public liability 
insurance might be prudent for a particular 
event. The Act at S 27 deals with the liability of 
members and states, inter alia that:  
 
A Secretary, member of a management 
committee or member of an incorporated 
association... is not personally liable... to 
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contribute towards the payment of the debts 
and liabilities of the incorporated association...  
The protection is not absolute, but it does offer 
protection to management committee members 
who carry out their responsibilities ‘in good faith 
and with care, diligence and skill’.  
 
Incorporation gives considerable legal 
advantages, but it does impose legal 
obligations, none of which are onerous and the 
costs are small.  
 
The following are suggested rules that 
would be shown on the application.  
 
RULE 1 – NAME  
The name of the incorporated association (in 
these rules called ‘the association’) is the Royal 
Australian Survey Corps Association 
(Queensland Branch) Inc.  
 
RULE 2 – 0BJECTS  
The objects for which the Association is 
established are: 
 

(1) To preserve and maintain the close 
bonds of friendship and esprit de 
corps formed during and after 
service in the Royal Australian 
Survey Corps and in addition this 
includes:  
(a) Past and present members of 

the Australian Defence Forces 
who served in units and 
headquarters of the Royal 
Australian Survey Corps and/or 
provided support to mapping 
and survey operations.  

 
(b)  Past and present members of 

the Royal Australian Engineers 
(Survey).  

 
(c) Past and present members of 

military mapping and survey 
organisations of the United 
Kingdom, Canada and the 
United States.  

 
(d) Any person otherwise not 

included in (a), (b) or (c) whose 
aims are compatible with those 
of the members referred to 
previously and who subscribe 
to the objects of the 
Association. 

 
(2) To develop and maintain a close 

liaison, goodwill and fellowship 
between members of the 

Association, the Returned Services 
League of Australia and other 
veterans' organisations.  

 
(3) To protect, promote and preserve 

the interests of the Association.  
 

(4) To assist the dependents of 
deceased members of the 
Association.  

 
RULE 3 -CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP  
 
The membership of the Association shall 
consist of ordinary members and any of the 
following classes of members:  

(1) Associate members 
(2) Honorary members 
(3) Life members 
(4) Patron’ 
 
A fuller brief will be provided to 
members attending the Reunion and 
Annual General Meeting. 

 
LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH DRINKS 
There was a great turn-out for drinks at the 
Brook Hotel. Members attending included: 
John Hook, Peter Tangey, John Smith, 
Alex Cairney, Rock and Mary-Ann 
Thiselton, Derek and Sandra Stanmore, 
Bruce and Leanne Bowers, Paul Hopes, 
Ian Fitzgerald and Terry Winsor. 
 
Drinks next month will be held at the 
Gaythorne RSL, so we hope to see a few 
more faces. There is ample car parking at 
the rear or alteratively, rail to Gaythorne or 
Mitchelton Stations. The RSL is about half 
way between. We hope to move back to 
the Alderley Arms once the renovations are 
completed.        Rock Thiselton 
 
THE GAYTHORNE RSL 
Are you thinking of becoming a member of 
the RSL? The Gaythorne RSL provides a 
great service to your Association in the 
form of meeting rooms for your Committee, 
space to carry out post-outs and, of course, 
a venue for our annual reunion. Tea, 
coffee, biscuits or cake are provided at no 
cost on each occasion. The Club facilities 
are excellent. Gaythorne is a Club that truly 
supports the ex-serviceman. The cost to 
join both the Club and the sub-branch is 
$10.00 per year. 
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ADVERTISING 
At the June meeting of your Committee it 
was decided to provide free advertising for 
members in this Bulletin. The motivation for 
this is partly to inform our membership of 
the business or even hobby interests of the 
member placing the advertisement and 
also to attract business to his/her 
enterprise. This could be valuable where a 
member has recently left the service and is 
setting up. Such advertisements might be 
placed at any convenient spot within the 
Bulletin at the editor’s discretion. 
 
 

Advertisement – Inserted for Mary-Ann Thistelton 
THE HAIR BOUTIQUE 

ASPLEY’S LEADING HAIRDRESSERS 
3263 5843 

1379 Gympie Road, Aspley 
Proprietor: Sandra Stanmore 

 
‘We choose our hairdressers as carefully as you choose 

yours” 
 
THE COLONEL ALEX LAING MEMORIAL 
DINNER                            by Grant Small 
 
The Alex Laing Memorial Dinner must be 
one of the few now regular functions that 
may be seeking a larger venue if its 
popularity continues and the momentum it 
has gained over the last couple of years is 
sustained. The steady increase in 
attendances must be surely due to the cosy 
formality and old world charm of the venue 
itself - the United Service Club – the 
excellent food, and, of course, the 
rekindling of very old friendships in a 
relaxed atmosphere. 
 
At our year 2000 dinner all the regulars 
were there – the Skitch's, Andersons, 
Bates-Brownswords and Longs to mention 
a few, as well as new additions John and 
Sally Cattell and Frank and Nan 
Thoroughgood. 
 
Dawn Laing again graced the occasion with 
her attendance as did two Margaret Taylors 
- one the daughter of our patron Ed 
Anderson and the other Don Taylor's wife 
all the way from Perth.  Perhaps it is the 
wives as much as old Corps members who 

cherish the memories and keep the spirit 
alive and well. 
Following the loyal toast proposed by Alex 
Cairney, Kym Weston proposed the toast 
to honour the memory of the late Colonel in 
Chief of the Royal Australian Survey Corps, 
Diana, the Princess of Wales; our Patron, 
Ed Anderson   proposed the toast to the 
Association which was responded to by 
Frank Thorogood who spoke briefly on the 
value of maintaining the Association. 
Finally, Tony Gee proposed the toast to 
departed comrades and absent friends. 
However, the formalities were minimal - Ed 
Anderson for instance made the shortest 
speech of his career - the food and wine 
was excellent and the atmosphere and 
company warm and convivial.  These 
factors together with the format and venue 
make this dinner a thoroughly enjoyable 
occasion and members should set aside 
one night in late June or early July next 
year and join in the enjoyment. 
 
Ed Note: For the record, the nominal role of 
attendance was: 
Dawn Laing 
Ed and Betty Anderson 
Margaret Taylor (their daughter) 
Bob and Wendy Skitch 
Kym and Faye Weston 
Frank and Nan Thorogood 
Peter and Barbara Bates-Brownsword 
Percy and Dell Long 
John and Sally Cattell 
Grant and Beth Small 
Margaret Taylor (wife of Don) 
Tony and Loretta Gee 
Peter and Dell Osterhage 
Alex Cairney 
Col and Aisla Moorhead 
David and Peggy Hebblethwaite 
 

A REFLECTION ON THE PAST  
by Ed Anderson 

 
Ed writes: Bob Skitch called me the other 
day to see if I had anything for the next 
Bulletin. He also added that he’d been 
talking recently to Stan Campbell about his 
outback trip that took him through Boulia, in 
western Queensland and remembered that 
I had put a section in there some years 
ago, and may have something to say about 
that. 
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This flimsy old weathered cut-out of the 
Courier Mail sets the position from the 
general reader’s point of view. 
 The technical commitment was to 
establish photo identifications of fourth 
order horizontal control for slotted template 
assembly; and vertical control for multiplex 
bridging. Position line star observations, 
cadastral connections, barometric heighting 
and level connections were the basis of the 
survey. Annotation of detail was for 4 mile 
(1:253,440 – to become 1:250,000) 
mapping. Pre-flown photography was in 4 
mile blocks of K17 16 inch focal length – 9” 
x 7” format at 1: 31,680 scale. 
This was the commencement of the Survey 
Corps 1:250,000 program. This was the 
first time we had radio for mobile ground 
stations and rear link. Boulia was the 
supply point for our main base established 
on the river banks nearby to the town.The 
operation was straight forward enough 
provided the significance of wet and dry 
seasons in central and outback Australia 
was clearly understood. 
There were thirteen others out there who 
may have a word to say about it also. 
Incidently, I doubt that anything that I may 
have said, now lost from the newspaper 
cutting, would detract too much from this 
reflection. 
 

THE COURIER-MAIL TUESDAY APRIL 30 1957 
 
THEY GET THEIR TIME FROM  
WASHINGTON … 
Army will put Boulia on map 
 

TIME CHECK TEST on the world time radio signal from 
Washington, United States by Corporal D. Berndt before the 
Australian Army Survey team left Brisbane for Boulia 
yesterday. Captain EU Anderson, officer commanding the 
team looks on. 
 

A convoy of 14 Army men in six vehicles left 
Brisbane yesterday for a dusty 1124 mile trip to put 
the tiny far-west town of Boulia ‘on the map’. 
This is the first stage of a marathon Army mission to 
plot the topography of outback and Northern 
Queensland. 
Boulia (pop. 227) lies in the heart of the Channel Country 
north-west of Brisbane. Its district industries are sheep and 
cattle grazing. 
The Army men, Northern Command members of the 
Royal Australian Survey Corps, took a trailer tank of 80 
galleons of water with them for their six-day trek. 
They will survey 12,000 square miles of the Boulia 
country in the next six weeks. It is the first topographical 
survey ever made of this part of Queensland. 

Stars to help 
The result will go into a comprehensive survey map of all 
Australia being compiled by Commonwealth military and 
Government authorities. 
Officer in charge of the survey (Capt. E.U. Anderson) 
stated the main “helps” in the mapping survey…..the rest 
of the  text is los.t 
Editor’s note: the headings and  text of the CM article 
have been transcribed in as close to the original style as 
possible. The photo was scanned in from the’flimsy 
yellowed newspaper cut-out’. 
 
Ed note: As indicated by Ed, mention of Boulia 
in Stan Cambell’s and Blue Blasket’s 
(accompanied by their wives) epic journey 
through central and northern Australia inspired 
this recollection. The Campbells and the 
Blaskets bought Subaru Foresters,vehicles very 
suited to the trip. Their journey took them 
through Carnarvon Gorge, Longreach, Winton, 
Boulia, on the Donohue and Plenty highways 
to the Alice, Ularu, then west to Halls Creek, 
Fitzroy Crossing, Winjanna Gorge, Derby, the 
Bungle-Bungles,Wyndum, Kurramurra, 
Katherine, Darwin, Booraloola, Burketown, Julia 
Creek, Townsville then south to home. Is 
anyone else doing anything interesting? 
Stan has promised a full report for the next 
Bulletin! 
 

BUTT – GIVE ‘EM TO ME 
By Kev Walsh 

 
Now most of you blokes who were still 
hanging around Indooroopilly mid ‘46 
looking for that bit of paper headed 
DISCHARGE will remember old Teddy 
Johnstone. Quite a likeable old bloke 
(around 30+ I’d say) who was filling in time 
as 2IC. 3rd Company under Major Bill 
Johnston. This is a true yarn about how 
Teddy got the rifles from the new bunch of 
recruits marching into the unit. 
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Well out of the blue there appeared this 
bunch of young, eager sappers who were 
ready and waiting to learn all about this 
mapping thingo. So what would they need 
rifles for? Get ‘em of ‘em, said the SSM, a 

Welshman called ‘Taffy’ Jones, you might 
remember.  
Somehow a parade was organised and 
after the usual loyalty commands of  
‘attenshun’ – ‘stanat ease’ Teddy decided 
that he somehow had to inspect the rifles 
before they were ceremoniously handed in. 
So after searching the old memory box and 
coming up blank, he ordered the amazed 
sappers ‘OK Get your rifles up so I can 
have a look at ‘em’. 
The order (interpreted as ‘For inspection, 
Port Arms’) was carried out in a pretty 
confused manner as you might expect from 
the bewildered sappers who were fresh 
from recruit training units. 

 
WHO’S GOT THE RADIO 

More by Kev Walsh 
 
You know it does get confusing after many 
months in the mulga and things are hot and 
dusty. The yarn following might show you 
what I mean! 
Each survey party had a radio (You oldies 
can but dream of radio support*) useful as 
a gossip channel, and of course the 
occasional survey message sent out to 
annoy parties. 

Well this day the skipper was on net talking 
to one of his party leaders – the 
conversation went as follows: 
Skipper: “Where have you placed Cpl 
Bloggs?” 
Party Leader: “He’s out on station 1234” 
Skipper: “Is he in radio contact?” 
Party Leader: “NO! I’m talking to you with 
the -------radio!.”  
* and you youngies can hardly imagine running 
a survey operation without it! 
 
FROM SURVEY TO SAFETY 

By John (Jock Kay)  
 
Ed Note: John (we knew him as Jock) met up 
with the survey marchers on Anzac Day and 
marched with us. John came with a few of us to 
the Sapper’s post-march bbq at the Jubilee 
Hotel and enjoyed a few convivial ales and 
tales. I suggested John might do a few paras 
for the Bulletin and here it is…. 
 
John Kay started work as a survey 
draftsman with the Metropolitan Water 
Sewerage and Drainage Board Sydney. 
This was a public service position and 
advancement was assured only in the 
event of an outbreak of Bubonic Plague, so 
a position was secured with Adastra Aerial 
Surveys Mascot (little knowing at the time 
of the significance of this move and later 
association.)  
 
An interest in the military then led to 
enlistment in the CMF. with the ‘kilted’ ‘A’ 
company 2RNSWR (30 Battalion) where 
the nickname Jock was attached. When the 
Vietnam campaign started to escalate the 
regular army seemed the next approach 
but parental approval could not be obtained 
without a promise to continue in the survey 
profession so as Corps enlistment was 
available at that time this was the option 
taken.  
 
A posting to the school of military survey 
Balcombe as a G.D. under the tender care 
of Sam (the wise old silver fox) Chambers 
followed recruit training at Kapooka in 
1964. One of the duties allocated was the 
daily setting up of a trestle table in front of 
the barracks for morning tea. On looking 
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out of the kitchen window all one could see 
of the table were two very large backsides 
belonging to Fred (it vill fit) Ost and Dutchie 

(why is my husband always duty sergeant) 
Mulder. No one else could get a look in 
until these two had finished.  
 
School of Militarv Survey Balcombe 1964  
Troops from left to right (with comment)  
Hank Opdam (Basic Survey), 
John Kay (Jock) GD,  
Snow Gibbons .GD - did not complete any course 
Squatting  
John Scharber Basic Survey (John voluntarily conducted 
an amorous habits survey for the university even though 
he had not been asked)  
At Rear  
The late Derek (Stalky) Chambers  
John Nathan Basic Survey ( Broke out of police custody to 
return to hotel to finish the fight that had started there 
causing his arrest)  
Willie ( One of the co-conspirators in the Sly Brown map, 
1972 W O operational mapping exercise )  
Sorry - can’t recall the next digger at the rear.  
Daryl Hartwig (Basic Drafting)  
Squatting  
Chris Dahlberg (Basic Survey) ( Now mayor of Daintree 
River and calls Ernie Dingo ‘Eddie’)  
Standing  
Stan Smalldron (Basic Drafting) 
Squatting  
Paul Hill (Basic Drafting) - Ex RAR)  
Only thing I can remember about the strange gentleman 
with the suitcase is that he was from northern command 
and insisted that he had his own seat in the mess. If 
anyone was silly enough to sit at his seat he would put his 
plate in front of the offender and stare at him until he 
moved  

1965 saw a posting to the Regiment and 
more G.D's under Rocker Forest. 1966 saw 

an improvement in employment with a tour 
of PNG with the base camp on Horn Island. 
Adastra Aerial Surveys provided the 
aerodist aircraft, an old WW2 Hudson 
bomber which used to look like some 
gigantic waterfowl on take-off because the 
hydraulics for operating the undercarriage 
were shot. The mechanic often used to go 
to the end of the airstrip to cut pieces off 
old WW2 wrecks to repair this aeronautical 
wonder .  
 
AA432 was a walk in station that John 
volunteered for, much to the delight of his 
aerodist remote partner Bob Tumbull. It 
took two days to walk in and a week to 
clear before helicopter support could 
resupply the station. Because of its 
strategic position 42 days were spent on 
the station and forward base would 
occasionally organise aircraft to fly over the 
station so the occupants didn't think they 
had been forgotten. One cloudy day the 
Hudson could be heard flying in the mist 
and Lionel Van Pragg asked on the radio at 
what height was the station. On replying 
1500 feet a loud expletive was heard 
followed almost immediately by the roar of 
the Hudson as it passed within feet of the 
campsite; it had been flying at 1200 feet. 
Following this incident Ed Anderson 
decided on some R&R on Thursday Island 
for the troops . 
 
Just before leaving the station John spots a 
large Blue/black lizard with white spots and 
on telling Bob his partner he is told ‘ You 
've been off the grog too long and are 
developing D.T's’. Recently on a TV show 
called ‘Giants’ they showed a tree dwelling 
alligator monitor, the largest species of 
monitors in New Guinea, and guess what!  
It was blue/black with white spots; I hope 
Bob saw that show.  
 
1967 saw a tour of east Amhem Land 
under Don Ridge with a record number of 
aerodist lines measured. Peter Bates-
Brownsword meets some delightful young 
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ladies at a basketball match he was 
umpiring.  
 
1968 back at the Regiment working in the 
stereotope section mapping New Guinea, a 
never-ending task. Then Don Taylor whom 
John respected (even prior to that 
memorable night in the O.R's canteen at 
Fortuna when John severely assaulted 
Don's fists with his face) suggested we give 
Frank Bryant some work to do. Frank 
traveled to Melbourne daily to get nightly 
computer access at the IBM facility for 
block adjustments. As soon as he left, the 
section would be tails up working flat out so 
that on Frank's return we would have 
exhausted all the control data and he would 
have to return to Melbourne to keep us 
supplied.  
 
1969-1970 saw John seconded into the 
navy by JSIO aboard the HMAS Madang to 
carry out beach surveys prior to New 
Guinea's independence. During this period 
at Vanimo, emergency radio 
communications suggested Indonesian 
troops crossing the border at Wutung. 
Madang is dispatched to rescue the patrol 
officer. (does this constitute active service )  
 
In 1971 John was posted to I Field and 
annotation around Ingham with Mick 
Dewis. Mick takes the publican for a joy 
flight in the light aircraft used over the 
islands. Flying over Dunk Island the 
publican, who had a very strong Italian 
accent, says something to Mick and points 
down. Mick, not understanding, shakes his 
head. Later the publican talking to a friend 
is overheard to say ‘I don't know what's 
wrong with those army fellows – I offered to 
buy them free drinks all day on Dunk and 
they knocked me back’.  
1972 at Normanton and John was 
barometer heighting around the Gulf. Keith 
Todd was moving to 1 Field but in the 
interim Captain Charlie Watson is in 
charge. The troops are so impressed with 
the captain they name the camp dog 

Charlie in his honour and are so protective 
of the captain that should the dog stray 
anywhere in the captain's vicinity the abuse 
rained on poor old Charlie would make a 
bullocky blush.  
 
1973 as OIC's representative, John works 
with engineers establishing the base camp 
in Cooktown then undertakes recce and 
marking around the Cape.  
 
1975 John is assistant Op's officer (to Andy 
Strachan) in Cooktown. John's wife 
Barbara is a cancer victim with an 
ileostomy and accompanies John to 
Cooktown staying in the local caravan park 
with a bright yellow Ford transit van 
converted to a camper. Barbara would 
occasionally park up by the airstrip when 
John is working back loading the Caribou 
resupply causing John to attract  ribald 
comments from the aircrew.  
 
John’s military service comes to an end in 
1976, electing for discharge. He spends a 
couple of years driving delivery trucks to 
unwind.  
 
1978 John joins the QATB and moves to 
Dysart in the coal-fields of the Bowen 
basin.  
 
In 1990 QATB starts a series of massive 
changes which will culminate with the now 
QAS becoming a world leader in pre-
hospital care. In 1992, to celebrate 100 
years of ambulance service and to promote 
the new image, a marathon of 1892 
kilometres was run from Cairns to 
Brisbane. This is nothing to an ex field 
surveyor so John is one of the runners. 
 
In 1994 John completed an Associate 
Diploma of Applied Science's. He is now 
studying to become a Paramedic Advanced 
Care. QAS now contracts to mine-sites and 
John provides safety services on the mines 
– from Survey to Safety! Well done, John! 
University of Oueensland 1994  
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Jock with Barbara at the presentation night on 
receiving the associate Diploma of Applied Science  
 
REPORT FROM 1 TOPOGRAPHICAL 
SURVEY SQUADRON 

By WO1 Steve Winner  
 
In a time expected to be reasonably quiet 
following the successful deployment and 
return of INTERFET forces in East Timor 
on operation Warden, 1 Topo Svy Sqn 
continues to find itself extremely busy. 
Recent political unrest and events in our 
region have required that squadron 
elements deploy to supply topographic 
support to various headquarters both in 
Townsville and Brisbane for any likely 
situations involving the deployment of 
Australian forces to assist in evacuation, 
peacekeeping or peace monitoring.  
 
Other recent activities have also included 
the recent Defence Joint Force exercises 
Vital Launch and Vital Prospect. This again 
saw all the topographic support elements 
deployed as far afield as Darwin and 
Townsville for a number of weeks to great 
effect. The Squadron is also active in 
providing topographic support to various 
agencies in the planning and execution of 
the Sydney Olympic and Para-Olympic 
Games.  
The introduction of the new Topographic 
Support System (TOPOSS) equipment 
continues to take shape (see newspaper 
article).  
 

The Squadron has finally (better late then 
never) taken possession of the new 
facilities and moved in recently after 
several delays due to minor works.  
 
From the Army Newspaper 
New home for topo  

STAFF at 1 Topo Svy Sqn is about to move into 
new facilities at Enoggera after being 
decentralised at various buildings around the 
base.  
The squadron was tendered for redevelopment 
in March last year after identification of an 
increase in numbers from about 60 to about 
120 personnel following amalgamation with 
RAE.  
2IC Capt Shaun Hoffmann said the original 
building was designed for the unit as it was in 
RASvy and needed to be restructured for the 
new manning levels.  
"The building was supposed to be finished 
earlier this year but there have been a couple of 
delays and it looks like being finished at the end 
of July," he said.  
"What it will mean for the squadron is that it will 
be the first time the three geomatic troops, data 
support and admin are all co- located."  
The new facility will provide a secure environ- 
ment for the troops dealing with sensitive 
information, and who currently have to : 
physically visit a secure facility when required. 
"We can't operate Within the current squadron 
environment because it’s not a secure area and 
a lot of the work we're now seeing is secure 
information."  
The $3.2 million project saw some revamping of 
old buildings as well as construction of the main 
facility and was officially, opened on June 8 
2000.  
 
 
Topo Equipment set for diggers 
 SUPPORT from survey assets on deployment 
will soon flow more smoothly with the arrival of 
new equipment to aid the soldier in the field.  
Project Topographic Support System 
(TOPOSS) will deliver, custom-mounted in a 
media-maintenance shelter, machinery 
designed to deal with military geospatial 
information.  
 
2IC 1 Topo Svy Sqn Capt Shaun Hoffmann said 
the acquisition of the IO units would provide a 
mobile topographical support system in the 
field. "Each of those systems will have the 
ability to work on all the common operating 
environments the army is currently acquiring 
and will contain several output and scanning 
devices as well;' he said. 
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Spr Debbie O’Brien, 1Topo Svy Aqn, examines a 
map as it rolls off the printer on Exercise Vital 
Prospect. (Photo by Cpl Jonathon Garland – 
courtesy Army Newspaper) 
 
 
MAPS PRINTED ON PAPER ARE STILL 
IN USE IN THE COMBAT ZONE 

Cpl David Adams,2 Cav Regt,keeps a close eye 
onhis map and GPS while on patrol west of 
Balibo (Timor). Accurate navigation is very 
important, particularly when operating close to 
the border. (Photo by WO2 Al Green – courtesy 
Army Newspaper) 
 
 
FROM THE OTHER SURVEY CORPS 
ASSOCIATIONS 
 
Ed Note: From time to time we receive copy of 
newsletters/bulletins from other RA Svy Corps or unit 
associations. They often have information on past 
Corps members with whom we have served and are 
now resident in other States. With each issue of our 
Queensland Bulletin I will attempt to include items of 
personalia culled from these interstate publications. 
Where there is an item of particular interest I will 
include this in full.   In this issue time has not 
permitted culling through other than Westlink’, the 
Western Australian Association Bulletin and even 
that has further relevant content. So expect more in 
our next issue.  
 

From ‘Westlink’ (RA Svy Association – WA 
Branch) 
 
 New Members 
 
Doug Bath. Now retired and living in Bunbury: 
Doug served in the Corps in 4tb Field Survey 
and the 2/1st Field Survey Coys. 
 
Michael (Mike) Gillham. Mike originally enlisted 
in 3RAR and transferred to RA Svy, as a Litho 
Camera Technician serving in both 5 Fd Svy 
Sqn and the Regiment during the period 1978 -
1989. Currently he is a Fireman with the W A 
Fire Brigade.  
 
Frank Lenane. Frank served as a Lithographic 
Camera Operator 1975 to 1996. He is now 
Information Systems Manager at St. John of 
God Hospital Pathology (WA),.  
 
Anzac Day 2000  
 
Nominal Roll of marchers:  Ray Sargeant, Philip 
Bray, Barry Parker, Doug Bath, Brian Mead, 
Fred Brown, Chris Dixon, Gus Bottril, Frank 
Lenane, Mike Venn, Bob Boulter, Peter Bowen, 
Joe Mazzarol, Clive Craddon, Bob McKenna.  
 
13 Fd Sqn RAE acknowledged our presence 
with a hearty 3 cheers. Several other ex-Corps 
members either called out to us or came over 
and spoke, notably Peter Eddy and Leon 
Griffiths.  
 
After the march and service most of our 
attendees retired back to Karrakatta to the 
Mess for our Annual General Meeting which 
was followed by a buffet meal.  
 
Royal Recognition 
  
Ray Sargeant and Philip Bray, represented the 
Association as official guests at the Lighting of 
the Flame of Remembrance in Kings Park by 
Her Majesty the Queen in April. Ray was 
wearing one of our collar badges on his lapel 
and the Duke of Edinburgh on noticing same 
enquired of him "What badge is that". So now 
he knows.  
 
Vale  
 
KEVIN THACKERAH – dec 11 December 
1999  
 
WX38021 Wilfred Kevin Thackerah was a 
Sergeant in the computing section of 4 Fd Svy 
Coy Feb 1942 to March 1944 then located at 
Karrakatta. Although not seen for a number of 
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years, Kevin was one of the founding members 
of our Association.  
 
GEOFF HELYAR – dec 23 December 1999  
 
Geoff Helyar ran his way into the record books 
in 1940 when he sprinted 100 yards in less than 
10 seconds. His time of 9.9 seconds earned 
him the national senior and junior 100-yard 
dash titles before he was old enough to vote. 
He had a scrapbook of clippings which his 
children, Tracey, Rohan and Susan would flip 
through, looking back to a time when their dad 
was a WA hero. To them, he was always a 
hero. He joined the army, working as a 
cartographer in the survey corps travelling the 
length and breadth of Australia, and was too 
busy to keep up his running.  
On return to Perth, he went professional but 
hamstring problems cut short his career as a 
sprinter. Determined to stay active in sport, he 
became a footballer and a correspondent for 
The Sunday Times.  
He received the Order of Australia medal in 
1986 for public service and service to the 
community  
He is survived by his widow, Lois, his three 
children and nine grandchildren  
 
ARCHIE HANCOCK  - Dec 7 January 2000  
 
Ed Note: Archie was known to those of us who 
served on Project Cutlass in New Ireland in 
1956-57. 
 
Archie passed away in Geraldton on Friday 7th 
January after a long fight with cancer. His 
popularity in the town was evidenced by the 
large attendance at his funeral service. 
Although never able to attend a meeting or 
reunion he was an inaugural member of the 
Association. Some time ago Archie expressed a 
wish to have his casket covered with the Corps 
Flag and at the invitation of his partner Meryl 
we were honoured to accede to his wish.  
Ray Sargeant, Frank Cohen and Barry Parker 
drove up to Geraldton with the flag and after 
enjoying a few beers at his home proceeded to 
the crematorium where Ray read a final 
message from Lofty Keene and I was asked to 
read the ode. The service ended with the 
playing of the Last Post.  
 
Archie spent twelve years in the Army, mostly in 
the desert areas and the back country with the 
Survey Corps including fifteen months in the 
Islands and New Guinea. After leaving the 
Army he brought a truck and cut firewood for a 
living. He continued in the timber industry 
working for various firms as a leading hand and 

eventually became a Supervisor in the softwood 
section of Millars. Archie and his partner went 
prospecting for gold in 1983 and then continued 
in a number of jobs in the ensuing years.  
 
Archie’s health started to fail with emphysema 
and he moved to Geraldton for medical 
attention. Then he was diagnosed with lung 
cancer. He decided to let nature take its course.  
 
Barry Parker comments ‘Many who served in 
Western Australia will share with me, I'm sure, 
memories of Archie -in particular his habit of 
shaving in the field using cold water, soap and 
a razor blade (no handle).  
  
 DON TAYLOR – dec 29 January 2000  
 
Ed Note 
Don Taylor was well known to many of our 
Association members and this valedictory 
published in the July ‘Westlink’ is reproduced in 
full. 

 
Don, at only 56 years of age, passed away 
peacefully on 29 January 2000 after a 
courageous battle with cancer. A measure of 
his popularity and community involvement was 
shown by the large attendance at his funeral 
service.  
Many of us were unaware of his involvement 
with a number of sporting clubs and in particular 
his interest in, and indeed his extensive bonsai 
garden.  
Don was an ardent supporter of football and a 
‘one eyed’ Collingwood supporter. His casket 
was draped with the Corps flag and crowned 
with his cap, medals and a Collingwood jumper. 
I believe that Mick Malthouse on being informed 
of the seriousness of his illness sent a message 
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of support to Don, which, unfortunately, arrived 
too late.  
 
Grant Small, Stan Campbell, and their wives 
journeyed from Queensland to pay their last 
respects and were invited by Margaret to 
deliver the Eulogy. as follows.  
 
‘It is impossible to distil the essence of the man, 
Don Taylor, into a few paragraphs – the depth 
and multi-faceted nature of his character was 
such that different people saw and felt his 
considerable influence in various ways. The 
central view is, though, that one could not be 
indifferent to him. His universal popularity 
ranged right across the social spectrum – 
family, all ranks in his service career, business 
associates, friends from all walks of life, and 
sporting team-mates and opponents.  
 
That popularity is witnessed by the turnout here 
today -no one could possibly have this number 
of relatives!  
 
Don was successful in life and did well because 
of his very well developed work ethic and 
management ability. He was a very straight-
forward man, direct in all his activities -whether 
it be making maps, pouring concrete with Bill 
Forrest or moving furniture with Wally Mooney. 
More importantly he was a success in living – 
he enjoyed life and took time to nurture his 
relationships with his family and the people who 
mattered to him.  
 
He chose his life partner well – one who had 
the same basic down to earth views as his own, 
but with enough differences to disallow 
boredom in the relationship. His love for 
Margaret could never be questioned and he 
was always her best mate. He was a strong 
loving guide to his own children, Marilyn and 
Greg, and a loving and fun grandfather to 
Marilyn's children.  
 
To his friends he was simply a great mate. It 
was his absolute steadfast strength of 
character, keen intelligence, ‘uncommon’ 
common sense and a not-so-obvious sensitivity 
that made him a wise counsellor for all sorts of 
issues and it was his total disrespect for pomp, 
ceremony and political correctness (or ‘bull’ as 
Don would call it) that made his advice so clear 
and valuable. If a superior asked Don for an 
opinion he might not like the answer but at least 
it was the truth. Tact was one of the few virtues 
that failed Don at times!  
 
But most of all it was his dry, irreverent sense of 
humour that made his company a real pleasure, 

whether it was in the workplace, pub or 
wherever. His dry wit and wry smile diffused 
many a tense situation. When his artistic ability 
was questioned while he was editing the early 
New Guinea maps -a job that required skill, 
patience, a lot of common sense and a certain 
artistic licence -his reply was ‘If the border is 
neat the map is accurate’ ! Or more recently 
when he was racked with pain, but still with that 
Don Taylor grin he said to Margaret -"What a 
way to die -a pain in the bum. There's a good 
line for a eulogy, love’.  
 
Don was a champion of lost causes. For 
example he barracked for Collingwood all his 
life and like a true champion he went down 
fighting.  
 
He also once said that he hated having to hurry 
up to wait. This time Don, you hurried far too 
early and did not wait anywhere long enough. 
For a little bloke you are leaving a huge hole in 
the hearts and lives all who knew and loved 
vou.  
 
THE ARMY WAY 
To finish on a lighter note, and I am sure Archie 
wouldn’t mind, a somewhat amusing incident, 
which at the time was ascribed to Archie, 
occurred on the US Army vessel FS 392 in the 
waters of New Ireland on Project Cutlass, 
probably in 1957. 
During a voyage from Kavieng to Green Island, 
the sea being a little rough, Archie had 
occasion to chunder over the ship’s side. It was 
unexpected and he hadn’t thought to remove 
his dentures before the need hit him, so out 
went the dentures with the chunder. Captain 
Mellor (US Army) chose not to do a box search 
for the dentures – they had probably sunk to the 
bottom anyway – so Archie submitted an L & D. 
Remarkably, his mouth casts must have been 
held somewhere because in a short space of 
time a new glistening pair of dentures arrived 
and were waiting for Archie in Rabaul. As well 
as that, Routine Orders Part 2 had arrived 
ordering that (words to the effect) soldiers 
encumbered with dentures, on venturing onto 
the open deck or engaged in hazardous marine 
operations, were to give their dentures to the 
nearest commissioned officer for safe-keeping. 
…. True! The Army has a solution to every 
problem! 

Bob Skitch 
 
Postscript: No humour of Hal this issue. 
More of Hal next issue. 
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1ST TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY SQUADRON 
Parade to re-possess the re-furbished and extended building – 8 June 2000 
      

 

 

 The Parade is inspected by the Chief Engineer, Col 
Ahmad Mustafa with Squadron OC, Major Craig Hersant 

 

 
The Parade – ready for inspection. Military band in the background 
 

       
Col Mustafa cutting the tape                                                  Our President, Peter Bates-Brownsword, 

greeting Col Mustafa the Chief Engineer. Alex 
Cairney to the left and Major Craig Hersant to 
the right. 


